(a > 0). How should Mr. G (to be referred to as the gambler) gamble to maximize his chance of reaching the (moving) target and thereby surviving (i.e. achieve the goal)?
In the absence of inflation (i.e. a = 0), the primitive casino is subfair if w < 1/(1 + r) and is fair if w = 1/(1 + r). Dubins and Savage [3] showed that in a subfair or fair primitive casino with zero inflation rate, the gambler should stake boldly since there is no other strategy that provides him with a higher probability of reaching the goal. Intuitively, a positive inflation rate would motivate him to try to reach the goal as quickly as possible. Therefore, we would naturally conjecture that he should again stake boldly. Indeed, Chen [1] proved that the bold strategy is optimal for subfair primitive casinos with inflation if r = 1 (the so-called red-andblack casino). However, Chen et al. [2] found that, surprisingly, the bold strategy is not optimal for subfair primitive casinos with inflation if both r > 1 and a satisfies 1/r < a < r. They also conjectured that the bold strategy is optimal for subfair primitive casinos if r < 1. We show, in Section 2, that this conjecture is true provided that w < . In Section 3, we introduce an interesting notion of sharp strategy that facilitates the construction of a subset of the interval (0, 1) with the property that the bold strategy is optimal if the initial fortune f belongs to this subset. In Section 4, we present upper and lower approximations for the value function with approximation errors decaying at a geometric rate. Section 5 contains some concluding remarks. Related work can be found in [4] and [5] , which consider the case in which the future is discounted.
As Here, for 0 < x < oc, 3(x) denotes the probability measure that assigns probability 1 to {x}. The reason that F (f) consists only of 0(f) for f > 1 is that, when the gambler has a fortune f > 1, he has reached the goal already and need not gamble any more. Clearly, if a > r, the gambler with an initial fortune f < 1 can never reach his goal, so we assume that 0 < a < r throughout the rest of the paper.
Optimality of the bold strategy for r < 1 and w < -2
For each integer n > 1, let fn-I be the gambler's fortune before the nth play (with fo denoting the initial fortune). A strategy a = {yl, Y2,... } is a sequence of stakes, where 0 < yn < fn-1 is the gambler's stake on the nth play. Given the gambler's fortune fn-I < 1 before the nth play and the stake Yn on the nth play, his fortune fn (after the nth play and before the (n + 1)th play) will be (fn-+ry )/(1 +a) with probability w and (fn_- We first state two simple lemmas (without proof) that are needed in proving the theorem. Also, the simple fact that VB is a nondecreasing function will be used (implicitly) several times in the proof of the theorem. where n is a nonnegative integer. The gambler is said to use the sharp strategy if he makes the sharp stake s(f) whenever he has a fortune f (and stops playing as soon as he is either broke or reaches his goal). Let 'S' denote the sharp strategy and Vs (f) the value of the sharp strategy. The next lemma shows that VB and Vs are identical. We note in passing that the sharp stake is related to the notion of conserving stake introduced in [3].
Proof Let C(a, r, w) denote the primitive casino under consideration, in which the gambler's fortune becomes (f +ry)/( 1 +a) with probability w and (fy)/(l +a) with probability w if he stakes an amount y of the initial fortune f. Since

Lemma 4. VB (f) = Vs (f) for all f > 0.
Proof For each k = 1, 2, ..., let 'kSB' denote the strategy that the gambler makes the sharp stake for the first k plays and then makes the bold stake for the remaining plays (and stops playing as soon as he is either broke or reaches his goal). The value of the strategy kSB 
